My Thermostats

Questions?

Over our storied history, we’ve earned a reputation for quality, reliability and durability.
And here’s one more reason why—Bryant® Housewise™ thermostat.

Introducing the Bryant® Housewise™ thermostat.

Contact Us

HOUSEWISE™
REPORTS
September 2014
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Four equal sides. One unequaled solution. The Housewise thermostat
from Bryant redefines what a thermostat can be. From its modern design
to its variety of equally modern features, the Housewise thermostat
leaves no stone unturned in the search for more savings.
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$$$

$185
Estimated Lifetime Savings

My home
at 72˚F

Smart Feature
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Temporary
Setting
Changes

April 2014

EXPERT TIP:
Your away temperature is 69 F, but the regional average is 60 F.
Lowering your away temperature to 65 F can help you save more.

No, Thanks

™

Yes

1

DEALER DELIVERED
DEALER INSTALLED

2

CONVENIENT ACCESS

3

SEE YOUR SAVINGS

It starts with a small 4"x4" size that boasts easy-to-use smartphone
touchscreen technology. Beneath the sleek appearance you’ll find
Wi-Fi® remote connectivity, detailed energy reports and the ability
to utilize as many or as few advanced features as you want.

REACH FOR MORE SAVINGS.

Interested? Talk to your local Bryant® dealer.

All so you can enjoy energy savings
—and look good doing it.

Delivered
directly to you
by your trusted
Bryant® dealer.

01-8110-1221-25
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Through real-time monitoring, monthly
energy reports and month-by-month
comparisons, you can see where your money
is going—and how to save even more of it.
Homeowners saved an average of 20%
on their heating and cooling energy costs.*
The Housewise™ thermostat can save energy
even when you choose to do nothing.
The Smart Recovery feature automatically
makes smart energy-savings decisions for you
based on your home’s heat gains and losses.

WELCOME TO Wi-Fi.
®

To take the savings a step further, the
Housewise™ thermostat even offers you
energy tips based on your specific usage.

App includes 3 unique
savings comparison charts

Customized energy tips
offer savings with just a click

*Based on a 2012 third party study comparing Bryant® Housewise™ technology
to the estimated cost of a non-programmable thermostat set to 72°F at all times.

Track how much you save.
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Quickly gets you set up

CONVENIENT ACCESS

Wi-Fi access to your thermostat from anywhere

t

Complete system know-how
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Simple user interface
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Automatic energy-savings decisions
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Smart, highly customizable energy reports

Installed the right way
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Average heating & cooling energy savings of 20%*

DEALER DELIVERED
DEALER INSTALLED
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Easy to understand energy reports

Your Bryant® dealer will help get the
most out of the Housewise™ thermostat.

It might be small, but
it’s big on convenience

The Housewise™ thermostat isn’t your standard
off-the-shelf thermostat. Available exclusively
from your Bryant® dealer and backed by our
promise of reliability and durability, it’s
designed to get more out of your new or
existing system.

The Bryant® Housewise™ thermostat can
make your life easier in more ways than one.
Not only does your Bryant® dealer deliver
and install your Housewise™ thermostat,
you can even choose to have your dealer
monitor your system’s performance.

Of course, putting the many advanced
features to work isn’t a do-it-yourself job.
Bryant dealers know the intricacies of
HVAC systems. After all, every home is
different. So rely on your dealer to install and
setup the Housewise™ thermostat to fit your needs.

Alert
High Temp
Alert
PRESS TO
RESET AND GET
MORE INFO

Access anytime, anywhere

The convenience continues with an
Built-in alerts easy-to-use interface offering loads of
can warn
advanced features, from set programming
both you and all the way to in-depth energy monitoring.
your dealer
You can even set up dealer alerts that
automatically send an email to your
dealer if there’s a system issue.
Lastly, the Housewise™ thermostat lets
you easily adjust your home’s comfort
anywhere you are, all from your phone,
tablet or laptop.

Familiar interface
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